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Isabella Stewart was an American born in the city of New York in 1840. Her 

father was wealthy, so Isabella was able to attend private schools in New York and in 

Paris. Her parents also took her to Italy to introduce her to that country's cultural 

treasures. One of the private art collections Isabella visited there had an especially 

deep influence on her. She dreamed of one day owning a house with an art collection 

like this one she ( a ) in Italy. 

In 1860, just before her twentieth birthday, Isabella married Jack Gardner. He 

was from the city of Boston, so Isabella left her parents' home in New York to start a 

new life with her husband in Boston. Three years later she gave birth to a son, who 

died at the age of two. To help his wife to ( b ) a severe depression, Jack planned for 

them to travel around Europe. The change of environment helped Isabella to regain 

the sense of humor and spirit ( c ) she was known. 

Mrs. Gardner did not behave like most women of her time. She was very 

independent and not afraid to express her opinions. She studied all she could about 

subjects that were important to her, ( d ) art and literature. She also took a great 

interest in the community activities of Boston by attending Red Sox baseball games, 

giving ( e ) to organizations that supported animal rights, and supporting the 

planting of city gardens. Her active spirit caught the attention of the media and 

reporters wrote stories about her. 

During her many travels, Mrs. Gardner visited art galleries and consulted with 

art experts to learn more about the paintings and art works she and her husband 

were collecting. ( f ), the couple realized that they had ( g ) fit inside their home, 

so they decided to build a museum. Mrs. Gardner believed that the greatest need in 

her country was art. She said America was a young country developing quickly in 

other areas, but it needed more chances for people to see ( h ). 

In 1898, Jack Gardner died unexpectedly, which made Isabella think about her 

own life and feel that she had no ( i ) to lose in building her museum. She bought 

some land, hired a building designer and supervised every detail of her museum's 
construction. By January 1, 1903, the construction was completed, and Mrs. 

Gardner invited her friends that night for a musical performance by members of the 

Boston Symphony Orchestra. The next month, she opened the museum to the public. 

Mrs. Gardner died in 1924. In her ( j ), she left the museum a million dollars 

and a series of requirements about how the museum should be managed. One 

requirement is that nothing in the art collection can be changed. ( k ), however, due 

to an unexpected incident, one major change was ( 1 ) the museum's control. In 

March of 1990, robbers dressed as policemen entered the museum and stole thirteen 

works of art. They stole some of the most valuable works in the collection. Today 
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empty frames hang on the walls where the paintings once were displayed as a 

reminder of ( m ). 

The Isabella Stewart Gardner Museum is as interesting today as ( n ) more than 

one hundred years ago. The memory of Mrs. Gardner lives on in the museum she 

created to ( 0 ) her love of art with the public. 

Steve Ember, "Isabella Stewart Gardner" ~L J:: 0 (-$el,{~)o 

(a) 1 had seen 2 had owned 3 got 4 made 

(b) 1 develop 2 take 3 suffer from 4 overcome 

(c) 1 as which 2 for which 3 for that 4 as what 

(d) 1 in spite of 2 on behalf of 3 without 4 in particular 

(e) way 2 a bribe 3 donations 4 players 

(f) Eventually 2 At first 3 Therefore 4 In other words 

(g) been to 2 a good 3 too much to 4 to be 

(h) 1 natural beauty 2 beautiful works of art 

3 advanced technologies 4 daydreams 

(i) 1 time 2 idea 3 money 4 fame 

(j) will 2 memory 3 life 4 mind 

(k) 1 Needlessly 2 Unfortunately 3 Generally 4 Happily 

(1) 1 within 2 under 3 beyond 4 m 

(m) 1 her construction 2 her husband's love 

3 herself 4 this tragic crime 

(n) 1 for 2 it was 3 they were 4 m 

(0) 1 share 2 charge 3 pass 4 educate 
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Some food waste can't be helped: potato peels, steak bones, eggshells, used tea 
bags. Other waste is avoidable: a few last slices of dried-out bread, milk that is past 
its best-before date, a piece of fatty meat. But most food waste is unnecessary. Over 
the past decade, a series of studies has helped us understand how serious the 
problem really is. 

In 2011, a Swedish institute found that roughly a third of the food produced 
globally for human consumption, 1.3 billion tons per year, is wasted. The global 
waste of food means that about thirty percent of farmland is planted, watered and 
harvested for no reason. It is not surprising that the highest food wastage occurred 
in Europe and North America, at about 100 kilograms per person per year. Losses in 
Sub-Saharan Africa and Southeast Asia were far lower, at 6 to 11 kilograms. 

The United Kingdom carried out two food waste studies in the country. The first 
study, conducted in 2009, found that UK households wasted a third of all their food, 
with nearly ninety percent of that waste going to landfills. The researchers concluded 
that about sixty percent of the waste was avoidable. The second study, conducted in 
2013, showed an encouraging shift: household food waste was found to have fallen. 
However, there is still a lot of (a) ~ for improvement. 

An American study of 2012 found that forty percent of the country's food 
supply had been wasted. This study compared food waste in two stages: the early 
stage when the food was produced and the later stage when the food was in 
individual households. About twenty percent of food was wasted at the early stage. 
However, the study found that, in the United States, the greater food wastage 
happens at the household level. Not only fruits, vegetables and seafood but also 
grains are wasted. The waste of grains comes mainly from bread that is not 
consumed. 

Why do developed countries waste so much food? The main reason is fairly 
obvious. These countries produce more than they need. Food availability in Europe 
and in the US averages about 3,500 kilocalories a day per person, but the average 
person consumes no more than 2,100 kilocalories. This creates a 1,400 kilocalorie 
waste gap, which means forty percent of the food is (b) discarded. The people in these 
countries are also growing older, so they take in fewer calories and, as a result, even 
more food goes to waste. 

Another reason is the decline of home cooking. About half of all meals in the 
US, for example, are now eaten outside the home. A lot of food is thrown away in 
restaurants because the servings tend to be enormous. Although the situation is 
worse in the US, people in Europe are also increasingly choosing to dine out. 

Finally, since there is so much extra food, it is too cheap. It costs the average 
American family just eleven percent of its income. In Europe, consumers spend 
about fourteen percent. In both areas, people had to spend more of their money on 
food in the past. 
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Unless people have a better understanding of these reasons and the 

(e) consequences of their actions, it will be difficult to solve the food waste problem. 

For example, each person can make a difference by eating out less. And people must 

pay more for the food they buy, which means that governments should not keep the 

price of food so low. Unfortunately, most developed countries remain unwilling to 

(d) pursue this course and consumers who (e) willingly buy more expensive food are 

few. 

Japan is the only exception among developed countries (f) with respect to food 

waste. Japan wastes less because of its high dependence on food imports (sixty 

percent), which makes food more expensive. Therefore, people make a stronger 

effort to use all the food that they buy. Moreover, restaurant servings are quite 

modest. There is probably also less waste in Japan because the population is aging 

rapidly and the elderly tend to be more careful with their money. 

Vaclav Smil, "The Global Waste Dilemma" fC. ~.:@ (-$~~) 0 

rlJ~A *3Z:0)~g~t:.g.¥5(9~'b0)~,"F0) (11 "'28) b'S6?J1!A.,(3', -t-O)fi~~~2A 

"It J:o 

11 The writer of the passage thinks that some food waste is inevitable. 

12 The studies on food waste over the last ten years show how severe the 

problem has become. 

13 The Swedish study shows that roughly thirty percent of the world's 

farmland is used to produce food that is wasted. 

14 The main point of the Swedish study was to compare food waste in 

different parts of Europe. 

15 The Swedish study shows that people all over the world are producing 

similar amounts of food waste. 

16 The first UK study shows that most of the food that UK households wasted 

was put into landfills. 

17 The second UK study shows that UK households wasted more food than in 

the first study. 

18 The American study shows that, in the US, there is more waste when food 

is being produced than when it is used in individual households. 

19 The average person in Europe and in the US takes in 3,500 kilocalories per 

day. 

20 The elderly in Europe and the US eat less, which helps reduce the waste 

gap. 

21 In the US and Europe, there has been an increase in the number of people 

who cook at home. 

22 In the US, food is wasted in restaurants because too much is served. 
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23 According to the passage, there is a relationship between the price of food 

and the amount that is wasted in the US and Europe. 

24 In Europe and the US today, a higher percentage of household income goes 

to food than it did in the past. 

25 The writer of this passage thinks that the price of food should be kept lower 

than it is. 

26 Japanese waste as much food as people in other developed countries. 

27 Food costs less in Japan because half of it is produced domestically. 

28 Serving sizes in restaurants in Japan are the same as those in other 

developed countries. 

rll~B *3ZCl)pgg~,~,*7t"C. "'F~gB (a-f) Cl)~~·pgg~LJ1i<bJlIl,\'bCl)~. -f"n-f 
n"'FCl) (1-4) ~61?~~~, -f"Cl)fi~~~A~~o 

(a) room 

1 section 2 apartment 3 possibility 4 way 

(b) discarded 

1 thrown away 2 consumed 3 burnt 4 recycled 

(c) consequences 

forces 2 motivations 3 victims 4 effects 

(d) pursue 

1 create 2 follow 3 reject 4 obtain 

(e) willingly 

1 hesitantly 2 voluntarily 3 are able to 4 are reluctant to 

(f) with respect to 

1 against 2 after 3 instead of 4 in terms of 
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(a) Sue: Sorry to have kept you waiting. 

Ken: That's all right. Better late than ( ). 

1 never 2 nothing 3 ever 4 turning up 

(b) Ken: Excuse me, sir. Smoking is not allowed here. 

Man: I'm sorry. I will put ( ) at once. 

1 over it 2 it over 3 out it 4 it out 

(c) Two times three ( ) six. 

1 makes 2 turns to 3 reaches 4 goes to 

(d) It's not right for you to do something rude ( ) someone else has done 

something rude. 

1 not since 2 just because 3 that 4 what 

(e) The two men in the room were so similar in height and build that I could 

not tell one ( ) in the dark. 

1 from the other 2 to others 3 with another 4 and the other 

w ~(J)"!R:"5l:.(a"'e) ~~"5l:.~·~~~(J)~~~-f-n-Fnl-::>~~o"'F~7t~L~m~ 
b' 6-f-(J)~g7t~lf, IE Ll,\~gR~~L~~~X J::o m~~'JHL'cl:~~~xt.: 1 ~g7t~2A -tt J::o 

C1 0 J::JJ 

(a) If they take tum driving, they will not be so tired when they get to 

Sapporo. 

(b) You had better not left the door unlocked late at night. 

(c) When I ~ the article about New York, I couldn't help but thinking of 

the song by Alison Krauss titled "Broadway." 

(d) The cassowary is a large, flightless bird most closely related to the emu. 

Although the emu is taller, the cassowary is the heaviest bird in 

Australia and the second heavier in the world. 

(e) Producing organic food is complicated by many factors. For example, 

the climate of Japan make it difficult to raise crops without using 

chemicals. 
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(a) ;j;7"';t, AA~Hl*Jt<:.::cO){±$~*~bG1±"J: -5 t, ~~1f{Llflv,tco 
Bob worked { he / night / could / that / the / through } get the job 

done in time, 

(b) ftt=,;t, J@r~C'~if~ L lV'G -5 i:Jt<:, ®TJ' IJ ~J~ttc* *~IX-:J l V* -:dco 
While he was reading in the living room, { the / Kenji / light / with / 

on / fell }. 

(c) Y 3 y,;t, .::cO)YiFO)Mil~JTJ'J}, W~t<:J!I!n lV' -:J tc o 

John {the / the / boy / and / arm / took} led him to the police 

station. 

(d) Y::tT'-{O)¥iJ~~f~-:JlV'Gr~, fi1J~LllF.fr~~J~L*LJ: -5TJ'o 
What shall we do {to / while / kill / for / time / waiting / Judy} 

arrive? 

~ ~O)~RO)~~$(a"'d) ~n~n~. rn~~n~:5Z~~~*~~~~~1j:1~~ 

~2A"it~o 1j:;13. ~*}JO):5Z~';tm~~'t:9l:"t:~2A~n-rI,'~o 02 #'0 

Bryan: Hi, Chuck. (a) H have you been? I haven't seen you for ages. 

Chuck: Bryan? It's great to see you. Everything's all right with me. What about 

you? 

Bryan: I've been good, too. Have you been on a (b) d ? You look thinner. 

Chuck: I joined a gym about six months ago. The great thing about the place is that 

it's open twenty-four hours a day every day, so I can go whenever I want. 

Bryan: How convenient! How much does it cost? 

Chuck: It's only $80 a month. 

Bryan: That's reasonable. How much (e) w have you lost? 

Chuck: About seven kilos so far. I'm trying for ten. 

Bryan: Keep (d) u the good work. 
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If you ask a feminist today who her idol is, she might say Simone de Beauvoir. 
But if you ( a ) Simone de Beauvoir this question, she would probably have told 

you it was Christine de Pizan, who lived from 1364 to around 1430. Simone de 

Beauvoir wrote that de Pizan was the "first woman to take up a pen to defend her 

sex." De Pizan, who served in the court of King Charles V, not only managed to 

make a name for herself as a writer in a time when few women even knew how to 

read, but she was also ( b ) of women's rights. Of course, calling de Pizan a 

"feminist" is not exactly ( c ) because the movement did not exist in the medieval 
era. But de Pizan certainly made ( d ) of her exceptional education and natural gift 

for writing and challenged people's attitude toward women at that time. 

De Pizan was born in Italy in 1364. At the age of five, she moved with her 

family to France. Around that time, her father began teaching her how to read and 

write. At the age of fifteen, she married a royal secretary ( e ) continued to 

encourage her studies. It was his death, however, that would put de Pizan on a path 

to fame. She turned to writing not as a hobby but as the only way she felt she could 

( f ) her mother and three young children. She began with one of the only literary 
tasks women were involved in at the time: copying and illustrating books. But she 

soon also started writing long, sad poems about her beloved husband. "It is very 

difficult to ( g ) one's pain inside," she explained. The idea of a woman writer was 

so strange that people began asking de Pizan to compose poems for them. Her 

reputation grew ( h ) her productivity. Between 1393 and 1412, she composed more 
than 300 poems and became quite famous. 

( i ) being a talented writer, de Pizan was also an intellectual who enjoyed 

taking part in the literary debates of her time. There was no book that she disliked 

more than Le Roman de la Rose (The Romance of the Rose), written in the 

thirteenth century by Jean de Meun. De Pizan thought this classic book was ( j ) 

women because it described them as silly, easily changeable and concerned only 

with their appearance. De Pizan spoke openly ( k ) the way women were described 
by de Meun. 

Determined to fight against these ( I ) images of women, she wrote her most 

famous book, The Book of the City of Ladies, about an imaginary city built by 

history'S greatest women. In addition to the stories of famous historical figures, de 
Pizan also makes a strong argument for the education of women. "Not all men share 
the opinion that it is bad for women to be educated. But it is very true that some 
men have claimed this because it ( m ) them that women knew more than they did." 

De Pizan argued that women should particularly concern themselves with peace 
because "men by nature are more aggressive and their desire for revenge prevents 
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them from ( n ) the dangers and terrors of war." 

While women's rights have come a long way since de Pizan's day, perhaps there 

has never been a better time than now to think about de Pizan's views on the role of 

women as ( 0 ) builders. 

Charlotte Buchen, "The World's First Feminist?" ~<: ~ ~ (-tmCj(~)o 

(a) 1 had asked 2 are asked by 3 ask 4 were asked by 

(b) 1 a defender 2 an enemy 3 afraid 4 ignorant 

(c) 1 helpless 2 strange 3 strong 4 accurate 

(d) 1 the least 2 sense 3 fun 4 the most 

(e) 1 whom 2 who 3 and 4 but 

(f) 1 be fed by 2 take pride in 3 support 4 take advantage of 

(g) 1 hurt 2 create 3 keep 4 excuse 

(h) 1 in spite of 2 regardless of 3 along with 4 instead of 

(i) 1 During 2 Besides 3 Even if 4 Not 

(j) 1 helping 2 flattering 3 unfair to 4 a celebration of 

(k) 1 with 2 for 3 against 4 by 

(1) 1 negative 2 feminist 3 positive 4 changeable 

(m) 1 gave 2 amused 3 brought 4 displeased 

(n) 1 increasing 2 avoiding 3 winning 4 causing 

(0) 1 house 2 silly 3 aggressive 4 peace 
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People have been using toothbrushes in one form or another for ages. Today in 

the United States, they are regarded as essential possessions. In fact, in a recent 

survey, the toothbrush ranked no lower than the computer and the car as an invention 

that Americans said they couldn't live without. Where did this incredible, yet 

remarkably simple, device come from? 
To start, the first "toothbrush" was almost certainly the human finger. We know 

that ancient Egyptians were making a powder to polish their teeth as far back as 

5000 B.C. This toothpowder (a) was comprised of stone, eggshells and the hard part 
of an animal's foot, which were ground up. Since there were no toothbrushes yet, 

people had no other option than to use their fingers to apply the powder to their 
teeth. 

The earliest known device for teeth cleaning was what was called a "chewing 

stick." It was first used sometime around 3500-3000 B.C. in ancient Babylonia. This 

chewing stick was a very thin branch from a tree. By biting on it, people were able 

to clean their teeth to some extent. In ancient China, people had chewing sticks from 

around 1600 B.c. There are images that show chewing sticks cut from trees whose 

wood had a (b) fragrance so that the sticks would also help to freshen the breath. The 

chewing sticks were sharpened at one end so that they could be used to remove 
pieces of food caught between the teeth. Despite being rather low-tech, it sounds 

like a practical and effective tool. 

Several centuries later, the Chinese produced the first "toothbrush." Writings 

from 1223 A.D. mention that monks cleaned their teeth with brushes made of 

horsetail hairs. Horsetail hair doesn't sound like it would be that effective, but the 

idea paved the way for improvements. Over the centuries, various materials were 
tried out. During the Middle Ages, wild pig hairs were favored. People also used 

toothpicks made from goose feathers or of metals, such as silver and copper, when 

they found that animal hairs were not (c) stiff enough. 

Chinese toothbrushes were brought to Europe by sea traders and became 

popular in the seventeenth century. The first documented use of the actual word 
"toothbrush" was in 1690. An Englishman named Anthony Wood wrote in his 
autobiography that he had "bought a toothbrush" from another man. This is the first 

recorded use of the word, but people were probably calling these devices 
"toothbrushes" earlier than that. It's in Anthony's writing that the word appears for 

the first time, so he gets the (d) credit. 
In 1780, William Addis, also an Englishman, was the first to sell toothbrushes 

that would be easily recognizable as such today. Ten years earlier, while in prison, he 
felt the method for cleaning teeth there was inadequate. Since nothing resembling a 
toothbrush was available, the prisoners had no (e) alternative but to use cloth to clean 

their teeth. So Addis decided to do something about it. He found a small animal 
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bone, put some holes in it, tied some animal hair through the holes and glued it all 

into place. It was easy to make, and it worked so well that, on being released, he 

turned toothbrush-making into a business, which (f) generated a profit for him. In 

1857, H. N. Wadsworth, an American, started mass-producing toothbrushes. By 

1885, they were commonly used by people throughout his country. 

In 1937, Du Pont Laboratories invented nylon. It was only a matter of time 

before nylon replaced animal hairs. Nylon has obvious advantages over animal hair, 

even just from the improved image of cleanliness. Given a choice, it is hard to 

imagine anyone preferring to put pig hairs in their mouth. 

People have been using basically the same design of toothbrush since the l780s 

and the same materials since the 1930s. However, we've been using instruments of 

one kind or another to clean our teeth since ancient times. 

Thomas P. Connolly, "The History of the Toothbrush" tc ~ G (-$2)(:~) 0 

r~'A *J<:O)pg~~i:~iiC9~'b0)~, ""Fo) (11"'28) fJ'66?~fvC', -t-O)fi~~~2A 

-tt ~o 

11 According to the passage, Americans need their computers even more than 

their toothbrushes. 

12 In ancient Egypt, people ground up three materials together to make a 

product for polishing their teeth. 

13 Ancient Egyptians made a tool to apply their tooth powder with. 

14 Ancient Chinese had chewing sticks before ancient Babylonians did. 

15 The writer of this passage thinks that ancient Chinese chewing sticks had 

more functions than those of the ancient Babylonians. 

16 Chinese are thought to have made the first brush for cleaning the teeth. 

17 The writer of this passage imagines that the toothbrushes used by religious 

men in China worked well to clean people's teeth. 

18 According to the passage, horsetail hair was a good start for trying different 

materials for toothbrushes. 

19 Tooth-cleaning materials during the Middle Ages were limited to animal 

products. 

20 In the seventeenth century, Chinese toothbrushes were unknown in Europe. 
21 Anthony Wood's book was about his own life. 

22 The writer of this passage is certain that Anthony Wood created the word 

"toothbrush." 

23 The toothbrush that William Addis made had little in common with 

toothbrushes of today. 

24 William Addis introduced cloth as a way for prisoners to clean their teeth. 

25 William Addis started his toothbrush-business after he left prison. 
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26 It was difficult for people to give up animal hair for nylon in toothbrushes. 

27 The writer of this passage thinks that the image of nylon was negative 

compared to that of animal hair. 

28 People have been making toothbrushes with the same materials since 

ancient times. 

r~~ B *3ZO)pgg~,~,* jt -r. l'ffiaB (a "- f) O)~~. pgg'i::tilbllrl,\lbo)~. ~tt~ 

ttl'O) (1,,-4) ~61?~~~, ~o).~~~A~~o 

(a) was comprised of 

1 was polished by 2 was made into 

3 consisted of 4 crushed with 

(b) fragrance 

1 pleasant smell 2 nasty odor 3 sweet taste 4 strange texture 

(c) stiff 

1 thick 2 flexible 3 soft 4 hard 

(d) credit 

1 value 2 loan 3 debt 4 recognition 

(e) alternative 

1 obligation 2 right 3 choice 4 freedom 

(f) generated 

1 lost 2 made 3 caused 4 regained 
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( a) Rich: I saw you walking with a beautiful lady yesterday. 

Paul: So ( ) 

1 am I. 2 what? 3 do I. 4 are you. 

(b) Bob: You come from England, don't you? 

Tim: ( ) know that? 

1 Who 2 Could you please let me 
3 What do you 4 Howdoyou 

(c) My boss is very hard ( ). 

1 to talk 2 talker 3 to talk to 

(d) It is a great honor ( ) to this wonderful party. 

being invited 2 to be inviting 3 to invite 

4 talk 

4 having invited 

( e ) Judy received a memo from Professor Takiguchi ( ) she was requested 

to tum in her essay as soon as possible. 

which 2 in which 3 that 4 what 

N ~~~~(a-e) ~~~a·~a~~~~~~n~n1?~~. ~~~~L~m~ 
b'6~~gg~iHlf, IE Ll,\ggff~'LW:'!~XJ:. M~~IIHL'ctw:'!~xt.: 1 gg~g2A"it J:. 

(10 #,1,) 

(a) The girl you ~ talking to used to working for our company. 

(b) My mother would often said to me, "Happiness depends on how much 

you appreciate what you have." 

( c ) I like sheep, dog, physics and chemistry. 

(d) Many people believe chimpanzees kept by human beings are able to 

learn how to open a lock with a key if they are giving a little help. 

(e) Before he was born, his parents weren't as boring as they are now. They 
got that way from paying his bills, cleaning his room, and listening to 

him talked about how cool he thought he was. 
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v ~~8*2(a-d) ~~~~~.~~C~~~~. { }~~~~Y~~~~m~. 

~6~~~~1~~~?T~2~~~~~~o~~g~~~~~1~~~A~~o (8~) 

(a) ~Bt;]:, a'FB'~~~« tJ:1t'o 

It { cold / as / it / is / not / today / as } yesterday. 

(b) T -{ L.tiifj,x. l: « tt l:mot l:fLt;]:.~7t9;(]? tc.o 
It {Tim / that / told / me / was / until } I knew the truth. 

(c) ~1' 'y.:f.-, It'? tc.1t 'tJ:;t, lW?b? l:9;(] G-ttl: « tttJ:iJ'? tc.O)o 

Jackie, { me / didn't / you / tell / why / earth} beforehand? 

(d) dbO)~-5tJ:$LI±\7tWT~tJ:!vl:, T'Y j.:'t;]:~-5iJ'Ll:It'~tc~It'tJ:It'o 

Ted { of / to / be / must / mind / down / his / tum } an offer like 

that. 

~ ~~.~~~.$(a-d)~n~n~. m~~n~2*~~~~~~~~C1~~ 

~2A~~o CcI5. ~m~2*'cI:~~.'C:~~'C:~2A~n Tl,\~o (12~) 

Mike: You're finally here! What (a) t you so long? I thought you said you --
would be here an hour ago. I was beginning to get worried because you're 

never (b) _1 __ 

Jack: Well, I had a problem with my bicycle on my way here. I ran over a nail and 

got a (c) f tire. So I had to push my bicycle here. 

Mike: That's too bad. If you want to fix it here, I've got a repair kit in the garage. 

Jack: Thanks, but let me rest for a (d) w first. It's really hot out there and I'm 

dying of thirst. Could I get a glass of water? 

Mike: Sure. Have a seat and I'll bring it to you. 

Jack: Thanks. 
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;~0)~3tt.j\3t5*~b'?~~~~L~t}J1j:3t:.U:: 1j:~ J::? ~L. ~PJT (a'" 0) ~LAtt~O)~L 

~~~~1j:~~~. ~tt~tt~~~~(a"'o) 0)~m~(1"'4) ~S1?~~~. 

~0)1i~~~2A it J::o (30 F.i.) 

Hadrian was born in 76 A.D. and became emperor at the age of 41. He was one 

of the best educated and most intellectual of the Roman emperors. One of his 

greatest claims to fame is the Wall of Hadrian that he built in order to separate the 

Roman Empire from the world that ( a ) outside. A part of that wall that still ( b ) 

today is in Britain. However, the projects that Hadrian loved the most are all in or 

around Rome. 

One well-known building connected with Hadrian is called the Temple of Venus 

and Rome. Hadrian was an amateur architect and it is likely that he designed this 

building himself. ( c ) it is located in Rome, it looks much more Greek in its style. 

Hadrian wanted to build a Greek temple in Rome, and ( d ) is exactly what he did. 

( e ) famous building that is associated with Hadrian is the Pantheon. Pantheon 

means "to all the gods." This temple is also in Rome. We don't know the name of 

the architect, but he was definitely not Hadrian. Although Hadrian undoubtedly had 

some input, he was not a professional architect. The Pantheon is one of the greatest 

masterpieces of architecture in the world and obviously beyond the ability of an 

amateur. 

Another important building is Hadrian's own home, his villa in Tivoli. We know 

that part of the joy of traveling is ( f ) up souvenirs: a T-shirt here and a handbag 

there. We bring these back to ( g ) us of our wonderful trip. Hadrian did something 

like that as well, but he collected architectural ideas as souvenirs. When Hadrian 

traveled and saw buildings and places he liked, he came back to his villa and had 

them ( h ). Some of the buildings were an exact copy of ( i ) and some buildings 

were variations. This combination is what makes his villa particularly ( j ). 

One of the buildings that most impressed Hadrian was the round temple on the 

Greek island of Knidos. When Hadrian saw this temple, he was completely ( k ) by 

its beauty and returned to his villa to build an exact copy for himself. 

The most extraordinary of the architectural ideas that Hadrian ( I ) back from 

his travels is the so-called Canopus at Hadrian's Villa. Canopus refers to a canal that 

branched off the River Nile in Egypt. Hadrian traveled (m) this canal when he 

visited Egypt. ( n ) the round temple he built, Hadrian's Canopus is not an exact 

copy. Rather it is his recreation of the atmosphere of his journey. We can see an 

Egyptian sphinx and even a stone crocodile. But Hadrian also included reminders of 

his home in, for example, the statues of Roman river gods. It is as if Hadrian always 

had ( 0 ) in his mind even when he was abroad. He transferred this mental image to 

his version of Egypt's Canopus. 
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Those of us who are interested in travel and other cultures can feel a connection 

with this powerful man who lived more than 1,800 years ago. 

Diana Kleiner, "Roman Architecture" ~<: J:: ~ (-$~~)o 

(a) 1 lay 2 laid 3 lied 4 lays 

(b) 1 supervIses 2 survives 3 attractive 4 famous 

(c) 1 So 2 After all 3 Although 4 Despite 

(d) 1 much 2 what 3 which 4 that 

(e) 1 An even more 2 The least 3 The only 4 One of the 

(f) 1 looking 2 gIvmg 3 picking 4 making 

(g) 1 recall 2 remember 3 remind 4 remam 

(h) 1 maintain 2 maintained 3 recreate 4 recreated 

(i) 1 what he had seen 2 what he had built 

3 his villa 4 himself 

(j) 1 fascinated 2 fascinating 3 uninspired 4 unmspmng 

(k) 1 lost 2 womout 3 confused 4 overwhelmed 

(1) 1 turned 2 brought 3 gave 4 came 

(m) 1 by all means 2 avoiding 3 constructing 4 by means of 

(n) 1 In addition to 2 Just like 3 Unlike 4 Unless 

(0) 1 the canal 2 Greek 3 Rome 4 Egypt 
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Are you as kind to yourself as you are to your friends and family? This simple 

question is the basis for a new area of psychological research concerning the level 

of kindness that people treat themselves with. Research by Dr. Kristin Neff shows 

that being kind to ourselves and accepting our (.) defects is a positive step toward 

better mental health. People who get high scores on tests of self-kindness have less 
depression and anxiety, and tend to be happier and more positive. Dr. Neff's research 
also shows that self-kindness can improve eating habits and, therefore, improve 

people's physical condition as well. 
The idea of self-kindness conflicts with the advice given in self-help books, 

which emphasize the importance of self-discipline or learning how to overcome 

weaknesses through self-control. Dr. Neff believes that self-kindness can be more 

effective in helping people make positive changes. Imagine, for example, what 

parents might do if they see their children eating too much junk food. They would 

probably give gentle advice and offer healthier foods. But when adults find 
themselves in a similar situation, many (b) fall into a cycle of blaming themselves for 

their lack of self-control. According to Dr. Neff, this way of thinking just causes 

more stress and anxiety. As a result, it becomes even more difficult for people to 

make the right decisions to improve their health. The reason people don't let their 

children eat too much junk food is that they care about them. Dr. Neff's research 

suggests that if we care about ourselves, we are more (c) apt to do what is healthy for 

us. 
Dr. Neff has developed a self-kindness test with twenty-six statements to 

determine how kind people are to themselves. People who respond "yes" to the 

statement that they disapprove of their weak points, for example, show a lack of 
self-kindness. On the other hand, people who agree with the statement, "When I feel 

sad about having so many weaknesses, I remind myself that most people have 

similar feelings about themselves," show the opposite. Dr. Neff has some ideas to 

help the people whose test scores indicate that they need to be kinder to themselves. 

For example, she advises them to think about their best qualities and to keep in mind 

the supportive comments they have received from other people. Although her advice 
may sound too simple to be effective, there is science to (d) back it up. 

Dr. Neff designed a study to see whether receiving self-kindness advice could 
have a positive influence on eating habits. For the study, eighty-four college students 
were asked to take part in what they thought was simply a food-tasting experiment. 

First, all the students were asked to fill out a survey that included questions 

about their eating habits and their feelings about food so that she could determine 

which students felt guilty about eating unhealthy foods. Next, she divided the 
students into two groups so that each group included some students who felt guilty 
about eating unhealthy foods and some who did not. Dr. Neff gave one of the groups 
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self-kindness advice in order to put them in (e) a frame of mind where they would be 

kind to themselves when eating unhealthy food. She gave this group advice, such as 

"Don't (f) be hard on yourselves because everyone eats this stuff and there's no 

reason to feel bad about it." The other group did not receive this advice. Finally, the 

students in both groups were asked to try a variety of candies that were offered in 

large bowls so that the students would not hold back in taking as many as they 

wanted. She found that the "guilty" students in the group that had heard the self

kindness advice ate fewer pieces of candy than the "guilty" students in the group 

who had not been given that advice. Thus, Dr. Neff concluded that self-kindness 

does have a positive effect on eating habits. 

Dr. Neff is now planning new studies to look in more depth at self-kindness so 

that she can help people be healthier and happier. 

Tara Parker-Pope, "A New Wave of Research" ~C:J: G (-$c)(:~)o 

rll,A *>Z:0)i1'J3,<:.g.¥&9 ~'b0)~. ""Fo) (11 '"'"' 28) b'i5 6 ?~~ C. -t-O)fi~~~2A 
1tJ:o 

11 Research on self-kindness is well-established in the field of psychology. 

12 Dr. Neff's research concerns the effects of self-kindness on both mental and 

physical health. 

13 Dr. Neff's ideas differ from those that appear in self-help books. 

14 According to Dr. Neff, self-discipline is the most effective way for people 

to make positive changes. 

15 Parents give gentle advice to their children in order to encourage them to 

eat more junk food. 

16 The way parents treat children who eat too much junk food is similar to the 

way many adults in the same situation treat themselves. 

17 According to Dr. Neff, blaming ourselves for making mistakes helps us 

make better decisions for our health. 

18 The twenty-six questions on Dr. Neff's test help her determine how kind 

people are to others. 

19 Dr. Neff suggests that it is good for people who need to develop self
kindness to remember the helpful things that others say to them. 

20 The main purpose of Dr. Neff's study was to evaluate the taste of the 

candies. 
21 The college students were unaware of the real purpose of Dr. Neff's study. 

22 For the study, Dr. Neff needed eighty-four students who felt guilty about 

eating unhealthy foods. 

23 Dr. Neff divided the students into two groups according to whether they ate 

unhealthy food. 
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24 One group of students received Dr. Neff's advice before eating the candies. 
25 Different kinds of candies were offered in large bowls so that the students 

would feel free to eat them. 

26 Dr. Neff found that her self-kindness advice caused the students to eat more 

candies. 

27 Dr. Neff believes that her work on self-kindness has been completed. 
28 The main idea of self-kindness is that it encourages people to be kind to 

others. 

r~~ B *)to)pgg~'~''*5t -C, ""F*ig~ (a ..... f) O)~~. pgg'i:fi'tllil,\'tO)~, i"tt~tt 

""Fo) (1 ..... 4) fJ'6 1 ?~A., -r', i"0).~~g2A -tt J:o 

(a) defects 

1 strengths 2 fates 

(b) fall into a cycle of 
1 repeat a pattern of 

3 sometimes think about 

(c) apt 

1 afraid 2 possible 

(d) back it up 

1 provide a second chance 

2 defend the twenty-six statements 

3 support Dr. Neff's ideas 

3 affections 4 weak points 

2 consistently fail at 

4 break the habit of 

3 likely 4 glad 

4 reverse the direction of Dr. Neff's study 

( e ) a frame of mind 

1 a state of confusion 
3 an enclosed space 

(f) be hard on 

1 deceive 2 blame 
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2 a mental condition 
4 a care facility 

3 treat 4 allow 



(a) Mike: Isn't there a zero missing in this figure? 

Sally: ( ) It should be 0.008, not 0.08. 

Yes, you're right. 2 No, there isn't. 

3 No, it's not right. 4 Is it? 

(b) If I go to Thailand again, I ( ) there four times. 

1 will go 2 have been 3 will have been 4 would go 

( c ) His mother didn't like ( ) a suit to the ceremony. 

(d) 

1 his not wearing 
3 not him wearing 

There was an announcement ( 

1 why 2 which 

2 him not wear 
4 not him wear 

) the train was delayed due to heavy rain. 

3 what 4 that 

(e) ( ) the efforts of people to make Japan understood abroad, English 

publishing in Japan would not have been successful. 

To make 2 Without 3 If 4 Because 

IV ;~O)~)t (a'" e) 'l:,;!::)t5!· ~5!.t0)~ I) tj\~tt~tt 1 ?d5~o 1'~~1i1§ LtdfjPn 

~5~0)~~~U. ~L~~m~.~~~~oM5g~~~~~~~1~~~A~~o 

(10 #.0 

(a) Exhausting from the day's work, Peter went to bed much earlier than 

usual. 

(b) Member shall not write upon any book belonging to the club library. 

(c) Those who close their eyes to reality simply inviting their own 

destruction, as the old saying goes. 

(d) It is common to feel frustration, anxiety and even anger when facing 
with a crying baby. 

( e ) The medical office building will be closed for eight weeks, start next 
Monday. Owing to damage caused by the earthquake, extensive work 

must be done on the building. 
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V ;;:o)B*~ (a-d) chU£'Iii.IL:1t,*';:~~J::?';:. { } pg0)9"'""(0)~ii]~fflL\. 

i! S £;::iF.fE0) 1 ~g~fllb ""(~~~~PXi!-It J::o Ml§:tM£;:£cl:::iF.fEO) 1 ~~~2A -It J::o (8 #.0 

(a) ;fLt.:i:)~ArJJt.: G L&b"n,'~ tOJ';tillJt:d50 '5 fJ'o 

What { it I us I makes I is I human }? 

(b) :t-OJP '/' 7::I y-lj"- H<=fT < cot tH;t~'H<= It'~'~ '5 fJ~1t 'It '0 
I { staying I to I to I home I going I at } the rock concert. 

(c) 10 ifiWcot ~ t, t'n<"GIt'W~~fJ~ijl;:ut: Lt.:fJ'o 

How { there I international I more I students I than I now I are } 

there were 10 years ago? 

(d) :t-OJ*",H<=A~~';t, 77fJ~J§!.~~rp~b'f$JfJi'J'gt:®~ L. t~£n7J:It'cot '5 1<=0 
When you go in the woods, {both I bears I bear I that I active I 
mind I are } day and night. 

VI ;;:O)ft~i5o)""F~$ (a - d) ~tL-t'tL£;:. j~~i!tLt.:~*"C~* ~&'blM3~ 1 ~~ 

~2A -It J::o ~it:5. &fJJo)~*£cl::Ml§:tM£;:9~'£;:~2Ai!tL ""(L\~o (12 #.0 

Sally: Hi, Kate. Did you hear about the Vermeer exhibition at the City Museum? 

Kate: Yes, I really want to go. He is one of my (a) f artists. 

Sally: They even have his painting of "The Girl with the Pearl Earring." 

Kate: Really? I've seen it a thousand times in books, but I've never seen it in 

person. 

Sally: (b) N have I. Shall we go together? 

Kate: Sure. We should probably try to go on a weekday, as the weekends will be 

really crowded. 

Sally: You're right. The last time I went to a popular exhibition on a weekend there 

were so many people that I could (c) h see the paintings. ---
Kate: How about Friday morning? 

Sally: That works for me. I'll check the opening hours and (d) g back to you .:.:....--
as soon as I can. 

Kate: That sounds good. Thanks. 
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;~0)~~b\~5*~b'?1t~~~<:~tn1J:~~t 1J:~ J::? ~<:, ~PJT (a "-' 0) ~<:Att~O) 

~<:fi<t~31J:~~Hi]1i:, ~tt~tt~3~2~ (a"-'o) o)~~R.IlX (1 "-'4) b'G 1 ?~A,l-', 

~0).~1i:~2A 1t J::o (30 t,O 

If you could go back to the early 1800s and see a British or American store, it 

would seem strange to you. It would be very small and the owner would sit behind 

the counter. There would be no fixed prices, so you would have to ( a ) the amount 

to pay. There would not be very many goods, so you would have no expectation of 

even finding what you wanted. ( b ), today you can wander through enormous well-lit 

stores where goods are on display everywhere and the prices are ( c ). If you can't 

find what you want, then you can go online to buy it. Who were the people who took 

us from the stores of the 1800s to today's supermarkets, discount stores and online 

shopping sites? Four people led the way. 

The first person was John Wanamaker. He ( d ) Wanamaker's Department Store 

in the American city of Philadelphia in the late 1800s. His store was the first to have 

fixed prices. He also ( e ) with the idea of newspaper advertising so that people 

would know what was available and how much it cost. ( f ), his store introduced the 

concept of seasonal sales when various items can be purchased at cheaper prices 

than usual. 

Harry Gordon Selfridge added further innovations. Selfridge opened Self ridges 

Department Store in London in the early 1900s. His store was the first to display 

everything that was for sale. Before this, many stores would show only a few 

examples of the items for sale. Selfridge put everything ( g ) so that customers 

could see exactly what tbey were buying. 

The next major change came in the form of discount department stores, and the 

person behind most of the innovation there was Sam Walton, the owner of Wal

Mart. Walton's biggest innovation was to introduce his own delivery truck system 

rather than relying ( h ) companies to deliver products for him. This development 

enabled him to buy goods more cheaply because he handled all of the delivery to 

individual stores. In addition, he had a great deal of ( i ) what was available in each 

store. As a result, Wal-Mart stores everywhere began not only to sell the same goods 

but also to arrange the stores in exactly the same way. This type of store was 

something that didn't really ( j ) before Walton. 

The fourth innovator was Michael Aldrich. Aldrich was responsible for the 

invention of online shopping. He developed it in the late 1970s and early 1980s. 

People using Aldrich's system experienced something ( k ) different from online 

shopping today. They could move through a series of menus until they found items 

they wanted and then they used a credit card to pay. The items could either be ( I ) 

locally or even delivered. All e-commerce today is merely a (m) of the system 

Aldrich invented. 
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Wherever you shop today, you probably experience these innovations. Things as 

( n ) as having a standard price on an item, being able to see the items you're 

buying, having items that are consistent from store to store, and being able to buy an 

item using your smartphone all trace their origin ( 0 ) these four people. 

Trent Hamm, "Four People Who Created the Modem Shopping Experience" K. J::.Q (-$c~~)o 

(a) lend 2 negotiate 3 declare 4 earn 

(b) Therefore 2 Equally 

3 While 4 On the other hand 

(c) unstable 2 unknown 3 clearly shown 4 quite high 

(d) 1 founded 2 find 3 fined 4 found 

(e) 1 made up 2 came up 3 caught up 4 kept up 

(f) 1 Moreover 2 Nevertheless 3 Accidentally 4 However 

(g) 1 away 2 as it was 3 aside 4 on display 

(h) with 2 to 3 on 4 ill 

(i) 1 control over 2 time for 

3 complaints about 4 trouble with 

(j) 1 expose 2 excuse 3 exist 4 exhibit 

(k) 1 not too 2 much 3 so 4 totally 

(1) 1 used 2 manufactured 3 collected 4 paid 

(m) 1 communication 2 calculation 

3 failure 4 modification 

(n) rare 2 strange 3 unreasonable 4 common 

(0) by 2 back to 3 away from 4 without 
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It might surprise you to know that the fork was once considered immoral and 
suggestive of the devil. The word "fork" (a) derives from the Latin jurca, meaning 
"pitchfork," a large farming tool. Since the pitchfork was what the devil held in his 

hand, it was easy for people to transfer this negative image to the dining fork. 
Before the introduction of dining forks, most people ate with their hands. 

(b) Every once in a while, upper-class people used a spoon or even two knives, but 
the most common way to eat was with one's hands. The first forks were used by the 
nobility in the Middle East and in the Byzantine Empire. When Maria 
Argyropoulina, niece of the Byzantine emperor, was married in the Italian city of 
Venice in 1004, she brought with her a case of golden forks, which she used at her 
wedding feast. The people of Venice were shocked at her way of eating. When Maria 
died only two years later, a rumor spread that God had punished her for using the 

fork since it was associated with the devil. 
With such an image, it's no wonder that it took centuries for the fork to become 

a part of Italian culture. It wasn't until the fifteenth century that it became common 

among Italian nobles and merchants. That early fork had two sharp prongs or spikes 
to stick into the food so that the people didn't have to touch the food directly. At that 
time, forks were usually shared by several diners, which gave the fork a reputation 

for being (c) unhygienic. 
Forks started to become common in the rest of Europe after the marriage of 

Catherine de Medici, an Italian noblewoman, to a prince who would become King 
Henry II of France. At the time of their marriage in 1533, the culture ofItaly was far 
ahead of that of France. When Catherine moved there, not only did she bring Italian 
cooks and clothing, she also brought the fork. Unlike Maria, Catherine improved the 

image of the fork. 
By the seventeenth century, wealthy people in Europe would carry their own 

knives and forks with them. They took pride in bringing them out wherever they 

needed to eat. Starting from around the late-seventeenth century, homes were just 
beginning to be (d) furnished with rooms specifically for dining, so people began to 
purchase multiple sets of (e) utensils to keep in the dining room. The design of the 
fork also began to improve around this time. The two-pronged fork was perfectly 
adequate for spearing food, but it was not well-suited to scooping up foods such as 
peas. The addition of a third prong made the food less likely to fall through. The 

prongs were also given a slight curve. Thanks to these changes, the fork became 
useful for scooping as well as spearing. In other words, the fork could be used as a 
spoon for some foods. 

There are two ways in which people have used the dining fork. The first is 
called the transfer method. After a piece of food is cut with the knife held in the 
right hand and the fork in the left, the knife is placed on the edge of the plate. Then 
the fork is transferred to the right hand and finally brought to the mouth. This style 
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of eating was popular in France until well into the nineteenth century. The transfer 
method was taken up by nineteenth-century Americans and is now sometimes called 
the "American" method. The second method developed in England. In the English 

method, the majority of the meal is eaten with the fork held in the left hand. In 
America, this style of using the fork is seen along with the transfer method. 

It was in the nineteenth century that the variety of specialized tools for dining 
greatly increased and there was a fork for almost every type of food. Today, 
depending on the formality of the event, dinners may require as many as five forks: 

a dinner fork, a fish fork, a seafood fork, a salad fork and a dessert fork. But for 

most of us, just one will (f) do! 

Amy Azzarito, "Past and Present: History of the Fork" fi: J: Q (-$c~~) 0 

r",A *)to)pg~'L.g.i&9~'b0)1t,""F0) (11 "-'28) b'66,?~A.,c, -t-0)1i%1t~2A 

it J::o 

11 The Latin word for "fork" shows that the fork was associated with dining 
from the start. 

12 People thought that the devil carried a dining fork in his hand. 
13 People saw a connection between the dining fork and the devil's pitchfork. 
14 Before dining forks existed, the usual way of eating was with spoons and 

knives. 
15 Maria was a relative of the Byzantine emperor. 

16 Maria was given a set of golden folks in Venice when she got married. 

17 Guests at Maria's wedding were shocked at her inability to use a fork. 
18 Rumor had it that Maria was killed with a fork. 
19 Soon after Maria died, forks began to be appreciated in Italian culture. 
20 In Italy, it was common in the fifteenth century for more than one person to 

use the same fork. 
21 Forks were already common in France when Catherine married. 
22 When Catherine married, she moved to a country that had a higher level of 

culture than her home country. 
23 Catherine was unable to bring her own cooks and clothing to France. 
24 The influence Catherine had on the image of the fork was the opposite of 

that of Maria. 
25 The prongs of the fork were changed in two ways to make it more 

functional. 
26 With the transfer method, people bring the food to their mouths with the 

knife. 
27 The transfer method is sometimes referred to as the American method. 
28 The way that the English use forks and knives came from America. 



rp~ B *~O)pg~1i-,~,"* x -r, l'~g~ (a"" f) O)it~· pg~'Lti'bll[l, ''b0)1i-, -t-:tt-F 

:ttl'o) (1""4) ~S1?~~~, -t-O)*~1i-~A~~o 

(a) derives 

moves 2 originates 3 changes 4 creates 

(b) Every once in a while 

1 Occasionally 2 Frequently 3 Regularly 4 Always 

(c) unhygienic 

1 helpful 2 unclean 3 useless 4 expensive 

(d) furnished 

1 treated 2 done away 3 decorated 4 equipped 

(e) utensils 

1 dining tools 2 electric machines 3 furniture 4 desks 

(f) do 

1 be casual 2 be insufficient 3 be rude 4 be enough 

III ;~O)~~ (a""e) 0):?t:pMLA:tt~0)'L1N'b~3tJ:'b0)~, -t-:tt-F:tt"""F0) (1 ""4) 

fJ' G 1 ?~~ T:', -t-0)*~~~2A -tt J:o (10 ,¢,() 

(a) Taro: Isn't Professor Takami here today? 

Risa: No. He ( ) to Singapore for an international meeting. He'll be 

back in Tokyo tomorrow. 

1 has come 2 has gone 3 has been 4 will come 

(b) Yuki: You must be tired. You've been working all night. 

Mike: I ( ) as well go home and get some sleep. 

1 might 2 must 3 have to 4 will 

( c ) Let me look at those photos, ( ) ? 

don't you 2 shall I 3 will you 4 shall we 

(d) Buying high quality items will often save you money in the long ( ). 

1 eyes 2 run 3 distance 4 sight 

(e) Politicians should ( ) from abusive language and strange behavior. 

be avoided 2 be refrained 3 refrain 4 have avoided 
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IV ;!x(J)~"Sl:. (a "'-' e) 't:';t"Sl:.5~· ~5~l:(J)~ f) b\-t-.f1~.f11 ?d5~o """F~~1i1H;t.:mp.IT 

b'G-t-(J)~g~~Lf, IE LL\~gff~'t:~~~xd::o m~t&'Ht:';t~~~xt.: 1 ~g~~2A -tt d::o 
(10 g) 

(a) The police ~ searching for a man who they say steal an expensive 

violin last night. 

(b) Jane said, "If I ~ you, I will not have married him." 

(c) Million of children were deprived of opportunities for education during 

the war. 

(d) The factory has ~ been receiving an increasing number of 

complaints about the behavior of its workers. The area is littered with 

their trash. 

(e) Love is not about finding the right person but create the right 

relationship. It's not about how much love you have in the beginning, 

but how much love you build over time. 

v ;!x(J)B*"Sl:. (a",-,d) ct'~J~'Iii.lL;1\~'t:1J:~d::?'t:, { } pg(J)9~Z(J)~R-f:i]~ffll.\, 

~ G 't:/FlE(J) 1 ~g~flIj? Z~"Sl:.~~PX~-tt d::o m~tI't:';t/FlE(J) 1 ~R~~2A -tt d::o (8 g) 

(a) v~h)~<::lF.frdlh'h)h)0? t tfb~j:~ L lilS~ G66lJ:v~o 

I will never { it / up / no / how / give / takes / long}. 

(b) flff < lJ:? tc G, v~h)lJ:Gf!I!El3h'ilS0? t t~~~<::AG~~"f~j:ilS I) *1±lvo 

You should on { into / after / go / account / the park / dark}. 

(c) <:O)v7- r7/tj:, *Ltc~h'ff'FBfJ?tcv7- r7/J: I) ttj:Gh)'<::&v~o 

This restaurant { that / nicer / went / far / than / the / is / one / 

we } yesterday. 

(d) *LO)~JEO):Jldjtj:, MBJ:l)t~G'<::OC:<lJ:?lv~tco 

The pain in my hands and feet {been / was / day / before / than / it / 

even / the / worse }. 
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~ ~~~B~~~$(a-d) ~n~n~. rn~~n~~*~.£~fi~~§~1~~ 

~2}dt ~o ~cI3. fiW~~*~;tM~mJ~L9"nL~2A~n TL'\~o (12 £) 

Receptionist: Good afternoon. Can I help you? 

Johnson: Yes. My name is Mark Johnson. I have an (a) a to see Ms. Lee 
for an interview. I am applying for the position on your sales team. 

Receptionist: What time were you scheduled for? 

Johnson: 2:30. I am a little bit early. It took me less time than I had (b) e ---
Sorry about that. 

Receptionist: No (c) p . It's only 2:10, but I will (d) 1 her know that you 

Johnson: 

---
are here. Please have a seat. While you're waiting, could you fill out 

this form? It's a survey we ask all applicants to complete. 

Yes, of course. 
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;XO)~:><::tJ\:><::5*~tJ\-:J~~~~.Hi:~tn1J::><::~c 1J:~ J::? ~i:. ~FJi (a'" 0) ~i:Att~O) 

~fi~~~1J:~~~. ~tt~tt.~~%(a"'o) 0)~m~(1"'4) ~S1-:J~~~. 

~0)=m%~~2A -It J::o (30 #.0 

How much is happiness worth to you? While placing a price on happiness may 

seem like a decision that would lead to nothing but unhappiness, scientists have a lot 

to say about the relationship between happiness and the money we spend. Does ( a ) 

luxuries mean that you spend your money wisely or does it mean that you don't 

think you deserve what you want? The research shows that denial of pleasures, when 

you have the budget for them, isn't necessarily good for you. In other words, it looks 

like happiness can be bought. However, as you might have suspected, ( b ) 

purchases are alike. So what kinds of purchases offer the greatest happiness? 

Purchasing experiences, or "money spent on doing," gives us heightened 

feelings of pleasure ( c ) buying things, or "money spent on having." Even waiting 

for an experience tends to be more pleasurable than buying material goods. 

Research shows that the excitement people feel from acquiring items ( d ), while 

both the planning of a trip and the memories from the trip endure. This means that 

you should not only book a holiday, but you should also do so as far in ( e ) as you 

can. 

Another type of purchase that enhances happiness is to give yourself the gift of 

free time by hiring someone to do tasks you don't like to do. In other words, if you 

don't like housework, consider ( f). In exploring the link between money and 

happiness, a study conducted at Stanford University found that the way you manage 

your time plays a critical role in happiness. When you ( g ) cash by doing all the 

housework yourself, such as cleaning your own toilet, washing the windows and 

weeding the garden as opposed to doing something you enjoy with that time, you 

are ( h ) wasting valuable time and this can make you less happy. 

Investing in hobbies is a third wise way to spend your money. Studies show, for 

example, that participation in sports is associated with higher levels of happiness. If 

sports aren't your thing, do something ( i ), such as listening to music or viewing 

paintings. Such activities are linked to improved emotional health because they 

cause our bodies ( j ) feel-good chemicals. The pleasure we can ( k ) attending a 

concert or an art exhibition is likely to be greater than the price of the event. 

Another way money can buy happiness is through sharing what you have. For 

example, you can donate money to one of your favorite charities. Your contribution 

will help those ( 1 ) and that definitely feels good. The social connections you 

develop when you are involved with a charity also increase the joy you get. 

Spending money on others may make you happier than spending it on (m), 

according to researchers from the University of British Columbia. The amount spent 

on others doesn't ( n ) that much. It is rather the act itself that creates feelings of 

pleasure that last much longer than the brief excitement of buying something new 
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for yourself. So, consider something as simple as taking your friends out for coffee 

from time to time. You'll lift your mood even more than theirs. 

From now on, when you make a budget, think about ( 0 ) some money to buy 

some happiness. 

Erin Bucklin, "Ways that Money Actually Can Buy Happiness" ~L. J:: 0 (-$2~~)o 

(a) I collecting 2 wasting 3 giving up 4 getting 

(b) I not all 2 all the 3 not every 4 each and every 

(c) 1 of 2 m 3 than 4 compared to 

(d) I is intense 2 lasts long 

3 doesn't last long 4 is much the same 

(e) I vam 2 advance 3 short 4 time 

(f) a housekeeper 2 amove 3 to marry 4 job 

(g) I exchange 2 save 3 pay 4 give 

(h) I avoiding 2 intentionally 3 enJoymg 4 in effect 

(i) I boring 2 adventurous 3 cultural 4 physical 

(j) I to reduce 2 creating more 

3 to produce more 4 preventing 

(k) I gain from 2 avoid 3 do away with 4 reward 

(1) I being kind 2 in deed 3 in need 4 being generous 

(m) charities 2 social events 

3 yourself 4 social connections 

(n) care 2 appeal 3 pam 4 matter 

(0) I borrowing 2 usmg 3 stealing 4 throwing 
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When most of us hear the word "chocolate," we (a) picture round candies, a 
rectangular bar, a cute rabbit or maybe a Santa Claus. The word that comes to mind 
is probably "eat," not "drink," and the most suitable expression to describe its taste 
seems to be "sweet." But for about ninety percent of chocolate's long history, it was 
strictly a drink and sugar didn't have anything to do with it. In fact, the word 
"chocolate" comes from the Aztec word xocoatl, which means "sour" or "bitter." 

What to call chocolate is not a simple matter, because several different words 
are connected with it. Experts these days use the word "cacao" to refer to the beans 
before they are processed into a different (b) state. "Cocoa" is the word for the 
powder obtained from processing the beans. "Chocolate" usually refers to solid 
products made from the beans. 

Historians long believed that people have been using cacao beans for about two 
thousand years, but recent research shows cacao beans have been a part of human 
culture for three or even four thousand years. Researchers from the University of 
Pennsylvania recently announced their discovery of traces of cacao beans on pottery 
that could date back as far as 1400 B.C. It appears that the soft inside part of the 
cacao beans was somehow made into a (e) beverage. 

Although it is difficult to determine exactly when the beans were first used, it's 
clear that they were highly valued from the start. Aztec people believed that cacao 
beans were the gift of their god of wisdom. Thus, it is not surprising that the people 
thought cacao beans possessed magical powers suitable for use in rituals of birth, 
marriage and death. For several centuries, the people also considered cacao beans 
valuable enough to use as currency. One bean could be exchanged for a tamale, 

which is an everyday (d) dish made of corn. With a hundred cacao beans, one could 
purchase a whole turkey, according to a sixteenth-century Aztec document. 

There were no cacao beans in Europe until explorers went to North and South 
America and brought local foods, including cacao beans, back home. In 1519 when 
the Spanish explorer Hernando Cortes arrived in the Aztec world, he was given a 
feast that included a drink made from cacao beans. The Aztec king, Montezuma, did 
so because of the fantastic black and silver military costume that Cortes was 
wearing. It made Cortes look like a god to the king, so the king served the drink 
associated with the god of wisdom. However, the cacao-bean drink didn't suit the 
tastes of the foreigner. In fact, the taste didn't appeal to Europeans in general. One 
described it in his writings as "a bitter drink for pigs." Once it was mixed with 
honey or sugar to make it sweet, it began to be appreciated among the upper class in 
Spain. By the seventeenth century, the cacao drink had become fashionable among 
upper-class people throughout Europe. Europeans also believed it to be nutritious 
and have medicinal (e) properties. But it was too expensive for common people to get 
until the invention of the steam engine made mass production possible in the late
eighteenth century. 
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It wasn't until 1828 that someone figured out how to make the beans into a 

powder. A Dutch chemist named Coenraad Johannes van Houten achieved this by 
(f) removing about half the natural fat (cacao butter), grinding up what remained, and 
treating the mixture with special salts to cut the bitter taste. His product became 

known as "Dutch cocoa." No one had figured out how to make chocolate solid until 

1847. In that year, an Englishman named Joseph Fry produced the first chocolate 

bar when he discovered that he could make a paste by adding cacao butter back into 
Dutch cocoa. From this paste, not only bars and candies but also chocolate in any 

imaginable shape could be made. Now we drink it, we also eat it, and perhaps most 

of all we praise its power to make us happy. 

Amanda Fiegl, "A Brief History of Chocolate" t<:: ~ G (-$c)(:~) 0 

rll,A *)to)pg~~i:.g.¥${9 ~'b0)~, "FO) (11 'V 28) b'6 6 ?~Iv l:', :r0)*%~~2A 

1tJ:o 

II For most of its history, chocolate was sweeter than it is today. 

12 The Aztec word for "chocolate" is a description of the taste. 

13 New research shows that historians were right about how long people have 

been using cacao beans. 

14 The pottery dating to 1400 B.C. was discovered at the University of 

Pennsylvania. 
15 The pottery mentioned in the passage has pictures of cacao beans on it. 
16 The passage explains that Aztec people worshiped their god of wisdom by 

giving him cacao beans. 
17 Cacao beans played a role in Aztec ceremonies because the people believed 

that the beans had magical powers. 

18 The fact that cacao beans could be used as money shows how valuable the 

beans were in Aztec culture. 
19 In the sixteenth-century, an Aztec person paid as much for a tamale as for 

an entire turkey. 

20 Cortes was given a cacao-bean drink because of a mistake that the king 

made about who Cortes was. 

21 Cortes dressed up like an Aztec god because he wanted Montezuma to give 

him a gorgeous meal. 
22 Cortes liked the cacao-bean drink that Montezuma gave him. 
23 A foreigner wrote that people in the Aztec world fed cacao beans to pigs. 

24 Before the steam engine was invented, the cacao drink was beyond the 
reach of the average person. 

25 Van Houten added salts to the powder so that it would taste more bitter. 
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26 After making Dutch cocoa, van Houten found a way to make chocolate 

hard. 

27 Fry's contribution to the history of chocolate is that he discovered cacao 

butter. 

28 The paste from Dutch cocoa and cacao butter is the key ingredient for solid 

chocolate. 

r,,~B *)(O)~~~,~,*x -r, l'~g~ (a "-' f) 0)1\~. ~~'L~lbilIL'<bO)~, ~tt~· 

ttl'o) (1"-'4) ~61?~~~, ~o)*~~~A~~o 

(a) picture 

1 draw 2 make 3 paint 4 Imagme 

(b) state 

form 2 country 3 flavor 4 place 

(c) beverage 

1 gift 2 food 3 drink 4 powder 

(d) dish 

1 bowl 2 food 3 medicine 4 alcoholic drink 

(e) properties 

1 qualities 2 charms 3 real estate 4 supplements 

(f) removmg 

taking in 2 taking out 3 enriching 4 adding 
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III ;~0)~3<: (a-e) 0)~fi/T'~Att.Qo)'~~<t~31j:<t0)~, i"tt~'tt""Fo) (1 -4) 

b'S 1 -::>~Iv T:', i"0).~~~2.A:tt J:o (10 B) 

(a) Clerk: Would you mind waiting? 

Customer: ( ) 

1 Would you? 

3 If you don't mind, 

2 Actually, I'm in a rush. 

4 Yes, of course, I do. Take your time. 

(b) Jane: I'm really upset. My cat has gone missing. 

Paul: ( ) to think of it, I just saw a cat like yours in the park. 

1 Go 2 Get 3 Come 4 Give 

(c) Chris, here comes the last bus! Hurry up ( ) to walk home. 

1 or we'll have 2 and we ought 3 in order 4 so we needn't 

(d) Sue looked as if she ( ) an orchestra as she moved her hands up and 

down. 

1 were conducting 2 is conducting 

3 has been conducted 4 had been conducted 

(e) The secret of influencing people lies ( ) in being a good talker as in 

being a good listener. 

no less 2 not only 3 no more 4 not so much 

IV ;~0)~3<: (a - e) '~';t3<:5*· ~H5*..t0)~~~P) b\i"tt~tt 1 -::>®.Qo ""F1gj!~1im Ltdlifi/T 
b' S i"O)~~~Lf, IE Ll,'\~ff~'~iI~~xJ:o m~lOO'~';til~~xt<: 1 ~H~~2A 1t J:o 

CIo B) 

(a) What do you say to finish our drinks and going back home? 

(b) I found my house breaking into when I got home late last night. 

(c) Some people find traffic rules irritating, but there's a reason behind 

every rule-which ~ to keep you safety. 

(d) Jack and Ann went to a party where four other married couples were 

present. Every person shook hand with everyone he or she was not 

acquainted with. 

(e) Proper etiquette, or good manner, refers to the socially acceptable way 

in which people conduct themselves when in the presence of others. 
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V :xO) 8 *::>l: (a'" d) C: ~ij; ~£'1ii.I L:;it,*~L1J: ~ d:: ? ~L, { } p;j0)1"~l:" O)~!-f:i]~ Jf.Il.', 
~ G ~L::f:~o) 1 ~!~fllb -r~::>l:~j[;PX~1t d::o m~tfiHL~;I:::f:~o) 1 ~!~~2A 1t d::o (8~) 

w .~~, .~~t~m*~.~@~~*Y<hko 

It { pick / was / kind / up / me / her / to } at the airport. 

(b) ji.OO~~i§\t't(\t'c. t~fi~0!l)~;l:, tRLY~~tJ:C. t~~;l:tJ:\t'o 

It is {to / to / what / get / means / say / no / easy / you / across / 

want } in a foreign language. 

(c) ~{ifffo/J~*B~ Ltd~~~;l:, m~fo/Jf]UJ' I) pJT*~¥IH5'9 0 c. to 
Passengers {baggage / report / should / is missing } it to the Lost 

Baggage Center. 

(d) B*)d;l:, g§t¥)dCl:t"ZY, ~X.AT-V-~ffl\t'0 c. ttJ~j,'tJ:\t't i§:bh0 
!l)~ L~f'L~f'lnC9 00 
I often hear it { that / fewer gestures / use / make / said / Japanese} 

than Westerners do. 

VI :XO)~~i5O)r:~$ (a'" d) -fn~n'L, t~~~ntc::>l:*c'~~ ~.<blM~1J: 1 ~~ 
~2A1td::o 1J:cI3, .*lJO)::>l:*~;l:m~mI~L1"c"L~2A~n-r1.'~o 02~) 

Mark: Hi, Rich. Are you going to Jane's beach barbecue on Saturday? 

Rich: Well, originally I told her that I couldn't because I had something else I had 

to do, but that's been taken (a) C of. So now my Saturday's open, and I 

can go after all. What time does it start? 

Mark: At noon. I'm going earlier because she asked me to help her get everything 

(b) r before all the guests arrive. 

Rich: Shall I join you and (c) g you a hand? 

Mark: Are you sure? There really is a lot to do. We have to carry all the food and 

equipment from the car and it'll be pretty heavy. It would be great to have 

your help. 

Rich: What time do you want me to (d) b there? ---
Mark: How about ten 0' clock? 
Rich: OK. See you then. 
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